Sequence comparison remains a powerful tool to assess the structural relatedness of two proteins. To develop a sensitive sequence-based procedure for fold recognition, we performed an exhaustive global alignment (with zero end gap penalties) between sequences of protein domains with known three-dimensional folds. The subset of 1.3 million alignments between sequences of structurally unrelated domains was used to derive a set of analytical functions that represent the probability of structural signi®cance for any sequence alignment at a given sequence identity, sequence similarity and alignment score. Analysis of overlap between structurally signi®cant and insigni®cant alignments shows that sequence identity and sequence similarity measures are poor indicators of structural relatedness in the``twilight zone'', while the alignment score allows much better discrimination between alignments of structurally related and unrelated sequences for a wide variety of alignment settings. A fold recognition benchmark was used to compare eight different substitution matrices with eight sets of gap penalties. The best performing matrices were Gonnet and Blosum50 with normalized gap penalties of 2.4/0.15 and 2.0/0.15, respectively, while the positive matrices were the worst performers. The derived functions and parameters can be used for fold recognition via a multilink chain of probability weighted pairwise sequence alignments.
Introduction
Evaluating the signi®cance of an alignment is an important problem in fold recognition. The actual statistics, however, depend on the alignment algorithm, choice of the substitution matrix and gap penalties. These problems have been described in detail recently in several excellent reviews (Bryant & Altschul, 1995; Altschul & Gish, 1996; Pearson, 1996; Vingron, 1996; Henikoff, 1996) . Analytical expressions for the statistical signi®cance of sequence comparisons by the fast maximal segment pair algorithm used in a popular program BLAST were derived by Karlin & Altschul (1990) . Later, they derived the statistics for multiple high-scoring segments (Karlin & Altschul, 1993) . Waterman & Vingron (1994a,b) extended the approach to alignments with high gap penalties.
Sequence comparisons can be used to infer the similarity of three-dimensional topologies (Lesk & Chothia, 1980; Chothia & Lesk, 1986) ; in this case, information about three-dimensional (3D) structures is used directly to derive probability distributions. An important number resulting from this analysis is the threshold of sequence identity that guarantees 3D similarity. From the analysis of homologous structures, Chothia & Lesk (1986) established a sequence threshold of 30% and thè`t wilight zone'' of sequence identities between 15 and 30%. Kabsch & Sander (1984) noticed that this threshold should depend on the length of sequences being compared: ®ve and even six residue fragments with identical amino acid sequences may adopt totally unrelated 3D folds. Recently the six-residue record was broken by Minor & Kim (1996) , who designed a protein in which two 11 residue fragments with identical sequences adopted different 3D folds. The idea of lengthdependent sequence identity threshold led to the HSSP database (Sander & Schneider, 1991) and the following dependence:
À0X562 m for 10`L`80 residues tL 25 m for L b 80 residues 1 where t is the percentage identity, L is the alignment length and m is the safety margin parameter (3% in HSSP). Statistics of sequence comparisons depend on the random model and on the alignment model. Recent comparisons of a number of different amino acid exchange matrices (Vogt et al., 1995) showed good and similar performance of several matrices, including those of Gonnet et al. (1992) , Henikoff & Henikoff (1992) , Johnson et al. (1993) , and others. The best performers were positive matrices in which a constant is added to make all the elements greater than zero. Vogt et al. (1995) analyzed the accuracy of sequence alignments as a criterion of quality of the sequence comparison procedure.
Local alignment algorithms and a number of comparison matrices were carefully tested and ranked according to their recognition ef®ciency in searching 134 query sequences through 67 protein superfamilies (Pearson, 1995) .
Here we used the global Needleman & Wunsch (1970) sequence alignment algorithm with zero endgap penalties (further referred to as ZEGA) in an exhaustive cross-comparison of 2819 sequences of protein domains of known 3D structures as de®ned by the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) to answer the following questions. (a) What is the probability that a sequence alignment is structurally signi®cant at a given length, sequence identity, sequence similarity and alignment score? (b) Which of the three mentioned criteria provides the most sensitive criterion of structural signi®cance? (c) What residue substitution matrix and gap penalties are optimal for the global alignment based fold recognition? To address these problems we derived a family of analytical probability functions for eight Needleman & Wunsch (1970) alignments with zero end gap penalties between sequences of structurally unrelated protein domains (U-set) as a function of length of the shorter sequence (L). Only alignments with sequence overlap greater than 50% were retained. Shading represents the probability density (i.e. the fraction of alignments with the given number of identical residues and minimal sequence length). White corresponds to zero density (no alignments). At low sequence identities, two sequences cannot be aligned with the global alignment algorithm utilizing a non-positive comparison matrix. This explains the white zone at very low identities. The upper continuous curve combined with the straight line shows the Sander & Schneider (1991) dependence of sequence identity threshold (equation (1)) with the safety margin m 3%, as used in the HSSP database. The broken line is the 4s-level threshold for this comparison setup (equation (2)). The four continuous curves represent the derived thresholds at the following levels: 1, 4, 10 and 20%, from top to bottom. different comparison matrices and a variety of gap penalties. A subfamily of sequence identity distribution functions resulted in an updated lengthdependence of the HSSP identity threshold. A rigorous fold recognition performance test allowed ranking matrices and gap penalties.
Results
How high can sequence identity be between unrelated sequences?
All pairs of structurally unrelated domain sequences were aligned using the HSSP matrix and gap penalties (Sander & Schneider, 1991) . Alignments with less than 50% sequence overlap were discarded. Figure 1 contains the actual distribution of sequence identities of over a million ZEGA alignments of sequences with different SCOP folds. The sequence identity percentile (I) is the most traditional measure of sequence similarity, because it is easily determined and does not depend on residue exchange matrix or gap parameters once the alignment has been formed. The upper part of the distribution is the border of the twilight zone. The absence of alignments with identities below 5 to 10% is due to the fact that a global alignment procedure with non-positive comparison matrices cannot align sequences that are so different that the alignment becomes negative. The procedure prefers to make the two sequences overlap over a small fragment (less than 50% of the shortest length) and push the rest into hanging ends.
The distribution shown in Figure 1 was statistically analyzed as described in Methods and parameters of the analytical functions representing the twilight zone of sequence identities were derived. The distribution in the twilight zone at each length L is described by a normal distribution with parameters:
The analogue of the HSSP threshold dependence t at the 4s level is:
leading to 41.2% at 50 residues, 35.4% at 100 residues, 30.5% at 200 residues and 28% at 300 residues. This dependence represents the identity threshold better than the HSSP dependence and speci®es the level of signi®cance. However, the threshold does depend on the comparison matrix and gap penalties, e.g. lower gap penalties may result in higher identity for the same pair of sequences.
Analytical functions for identity, similarity and score in 64 comparison settings Similar distributions were built and analyzed for sequence identity (I) and for the complete alignment score (A) and the sequence similarity measure (S) de®ned as the normalized alignments score without gap penalties (see Methods for an exact de®nition). For each criterion, eight residue comparison matrices and eight sets of gap penalties were tested. For each of the 64 settings an exhaustive cross-comparison of the SCOP sequences was performed. Analytical formulae for m(L) and s(L) were carefully derived from the distributions using the weighted twilight zone ®tting within each L-set (to derive m L and s L ) as well as ®nal weighted ®tting to m L and s L (see Methods). Twilight zone ®tting means that instead of just calculating the mean and the standard deviation for each L-set, which would be appropriate for a normal distribution, we ®tted the tail of the integrated observed distribution to the integrated theoretical distribution. The theoretical distribution was Gaussian (normal) for the I and S-distributions (integrated distribution being the complementary error Figure 2 . A sample distribution of (a) sequence identity I, (b) sequence similarity S, and (c) alignment score A, in the subset L 153 residues. This distributions illustrates the calculation of probability distributions and the overlap W between the U-set (black bars) and R-set (gray bars), i.e. between a set of alignments of unrelated and related sequences, respectively. Continuous lines show the cumulative probability distribution for the Uset. Comparison between (a), (b) and (c) illustrates the superiority of the alignment score over other similarity measures for this particular L-set. Values of m and s can be transformed into threshold and probability distributions (see Results). a Normalized gap penalties are calculated with respect to the amino acid frequency weighted average values of the diagonal elements of the comparison matrix. function erfc) and the extreme value distribution (Gumbel, 1962) for the A-distribution. This derivation gives a more accurate description of the twilight zone even for large deviations from the theoretical distribution. A cross-section of the I-distribution at L 153 residues (Figures 1 and 2 ) shows a sample distribution from which intermediate parameters such as mean m I , standard deviation s I and overlap W I were derived for L 153. Similar cross-sections were calculated for all L and then smoothed with sample-size dependent weights and combined into an analytical function of L. I-distribution, S-distribution and A-distributions were processed similarly.
The ®nal dependencies for the thresholds at a given probability and length, as well as the probability at a given criterion value and length for I, S and A can be obtained from analytical dependencies of parameters of theoretical distribution, m(L) and s(L), as functions of length. Each distribution was described by four parameters A, a, B, b for I and S-distributions or D, d, E, e for the A-distribution, respectively. On the basis of visual analysis and w 2 -goodness-of-®t test, dependenciesm A (L) and s A (L) were represented by linear functions rather than the power functions chosen for I and S dependencies. The coef®cients for the formulae are given in Table 1 . The formulae read:
The mean values and standard deviations for the Blosum45 matrix and normalized gap penalties of 2.8 and 0.15 are shown in Figure 3 along with the number of alignments in each L-subset. Other dependencies can be calculated using coef®cients from Table 1 . For a criterion Y, where Y is sequence identity, similarity or alignment score, the threshold dependence on length at a given sigma-level y can be obtained as:
The probability that criterion I, S or A is higher than t can be expressed by the normal (for I or S) and the extreme value distribution (for A: see Methods and Appendix):
The above family of functions can be used to specify cutoff values in database searches as well as to assign a probability of structural insigni®-cance to an alignment on the bases of selected criterion I, S or A. The alignment accuracy correlates with probability ( Figure 4 ).
Alignment score indicates structural resemblance much better than sequence identity or similarity
To ®nd the most indicative measure of structural similarity we compared the integral overlap of Y-values (Y I,S,A) for alignments between sequences with the same folds (R-set) and sequences with different folds (U-set). Figure 2 gives an example of the separation of the sets at L 153. In this case the overlap and hence the recognition ef®ciency is worst for sequence identity and best for alignment score. An integrated measure, the total overlap value W, calculated as described in Methods for all L-sets shows that with Blosum45 matrix and normalized gap penalties of 2.8/0.15, ranking is the same, with the overlap being 0.230, 0.194, 0.076 for sequence identity, sequence similarity and alignment score, respectively. Therefore for the above comparison setup the score provided the best separation between the R and U-sets.
Numerical optimization of function W(Y) was performed to ®nd a linear combination of three scores Y f I If S S(1 À f I À f S )A, minimizing the overlap between the two sets in the space of parameters f S and f I . If parameters f S and f I are restricted to ranges [0, 1] , the best combination is f S 0 and f I 0. The overlap function in this vicinity has a shallow minimum and can be slightly improved at f S and f I between 0 and À0.3. However, the gain is not strong enough to justify the usage of this combination.
The overlap value W could not be used to compare I, S and A for all eight matrices and eight sets of gap penalties because the number of formed alignments satisfying the 50% criterion varied strongly between settings. For example, the number of alignments in the U-set (unrelated sequences) varied from 1,257,300 (100%) for allpositive matrices to 121,958 (9.7%) for the HSSP matrix with normalized penalties 2.8/0.15 (Table 2) , and the number of alignments in the R-set varied from 73,631 (100%) to 58.7%, respectively, resulting in different normalization of the overlap values. Therefore, we used another performance criterion, the total number of sequence pairs with the alignment criterion (I, S or A) higher than any false positive at a given length (see Methods for the exact de®nition). This performance test showed that alignment score recognizes structural signi®-cant alignments better than sequence identity or similarity consistently in all 40 setups with nonpositive matrices. All-positive matrices had low discriminating ability using all three criteria. The performance of similarity was a little better than that of identity (Table 2) .
To further compare I, S and A, by identifying dif®cult fold recognition cases and evaluating performance in different alignment settings, we divided all the meaningful alignments (i.e. alignments between sequences from the same SCOP superfamily) into three categories ( Figure 5 ). Each alignment was considered to be recognized as signi®cant if its criterion was above the highest false positive in its length category. Three criteria, sequence identity, similarity or the alignment score (I, S and A) were analyzed separately. For each criterion, eight different gap penalty settings with ®ve non-positive comparison matrices, 40 settings in total, were tested. The alignments recognized in all the 40 settings were assigned to the obvious zone, those not recognized with any setting were assigned to the unresolved zone, and the rest constituted the ambiguous zone. The success of recognition in the ambiguous zone depended on the choice of matrix and penalties. The size of the ambiguous zone shows the number of alignments recognized differently under different comparison settings.
The location of the ambiguous zone for the three criteria (I, S and A) again illustrates the difference in performance ( Figure 5 ). While using the sequence identity with the best comparison setup, 54% of the alignments could not be recognized, only 50.3% of the alignments were not recognized using alignment score with even the worst matrix and gap penalties. The similarity measure performed somewhat better than sequence identity but de®nitely worse than the alignment score. 
Ranking of comparison matrices and gap penalties in a fold recognition test
The above analysis shows that alignment score is a good indicator of structural similarity. However, identi®cation of structurally signi®cant alignments is affected by the choice of comparison matrix and gap penalties for the 4365 alignments (5.9% of all alignments in the R-set) belonging to the``ambiguous'' zone. To rank matrices and gap penalties by their performance in fold recognition, we de®ne the performance criterion p A of a given alignment setup as the relative number of the ambiguous alignments that were recognized. Table 2 contains p A values for 64 different setups. Positive matrices were clearly the worst performers. The HSSP matrix reached performance of 50.2% with normalized penalties of 2.0 and 0.15. Four best matrices, Gonnet, Blosum50, Blosum45 and Blosum62, had close performance of 75.3, 71.7, 69.4 and 68.3%, respectively. The performance criterion shows that the optimal value of gap opening penalty is within the tested interval [1.6:2.8] for nonpositive matrices. The three Blosum matrices showed best performance with normalized gap penalties of 2.0/0.15, and the Gonnet matrix with 2.4/0.15.
Discussion
Here, we derived analytical functions (equations (3) to (8)) for the structural signi®cance of three measures of global sequence alignment (ZEGA) by exhaustive comparison between sequences of protein domains with known 3D structure (Murzin et al., 1995) . This approach is complementary to a well-established method of evaluating the statistical signi®cance of an alignment on the basis of randomly generated sequences (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970; Fish, 1983; Altschul & Gish, 1996; Bryant & Altschul, 1995) , since de®nition of the random model exactly according to the goal, which is discrimination between protein folds, is preferable. Automatic compilation of domain assignments for all the PDB structures is not a trivial task (e.g. see Orengo et al., 1993; Siddiqui & Barton, 1995; Sowdhamini & Blundell, 1995) , since both domain de®nition and clustering procedures have adjustable parameters and it is dif®cult to tune them so that decisions for all different structures are equally satisfactory. The interactively assigned fold and superfamily categories of the SCOP database (Murzin et al., 1995) determine a level of 3D similarity appropriate for our analysis. It is essential that we test a global alignment procedure with zero end gaps. In contrast to local alignment procedures such as Smith & Waterman (1981) , FASTA, and BLAST, this procedure will not be ef®cient if two multidomain sequences are compared or if a domain sequence is interrupted by a long insertion, however the ZEGA procedure is quite ef®cient in comparison of continuous domains.
In our derivation of smooth functions from a set of about a million data points we had to deal with the problem of deviation from both normal and extreme value distribution and sparse statistics in L-sets. Bryant & Altschul (1995) note that``there is no reason to believe that the random score distribution is normal''. This is equally true for the distribution of identities, similarities and alignment scores in our U-set, i.e. gapped global alignments with zero end penalties between sequences with different folds. The extreme value distribution was previously used to describe distribution of scores of ungapped local alignments (Karlin & Altschul, 1990 Altschul & Gish, 1996) and local alignments with high gap penalties (Waterman & Vingron, 1994a) . We found the alignment scores to be distributed close to the extreme value distribution, as one might expect for a value that is maximized by the alignment procedure, while the sequence similarity S and especially sequence identity I were distributed rather normally, since they are not directly maximized by the procedure. Furthermore, we attempted to ®nd an accurate representation of the twilight zone (upper gray area in Figure 1) . To achieve this, we ®tted the tail of the integrated distribution (Figures 2 and 6 ) rather than all the points. In this way, deviations from the theoretical distribution in the uninteresting range of low similarities did not affect the probability functions.
The probability of structural signi®cance for an alignment as a function of sequence identity was meant to replace the previously derived HSSP dependence (Sander & Schneider, 1991) shown in Figure 1 . This type of function is of general importance, since one can simply count sequence identities and easily evaluate the signi®cance of an alignment using a plot or a pocket calculator. The downside of this convenience is a low level of accuracy, since other indicators, especially the alignment score, are more powerful, and the identity statistics depend on the substitution matrix and gap penalties. The new curve (Figure 1 ) m I 4s I derived with the HSSP comparison parameters is drawn at the P level of 1/31,000 to guarantee the signi®cance of alignments with identities above the curve in a Swissprot search. One can see that the HSSP curve seriously underestimates the identity requirements for lengths between 80 and 170 residues even at the safety margin of 3%. Therefore a larger``safety'' margin was frequently used. The HSSP curve was a function of the length of the sequence of the parent PDB entry, referred to as an alignment length. Insertions in found homologous sequences were ignored. In this work we used a close but more symmetric de®nition of the alignment length, as the length of the shortest sequence (L). It is quite appropriate for a global alignment with zero end gap penalties. The two differences are quite close and the same formulae can still be used, especially given the weak dependence on length for average-size proteins. Two other possible de®nitions of the alignment length, as the number of alignment residue pairs (4L) and the alignment length with gaps ( 5 L), can also be used with some length correction factors depending on the gap penalties (about 20% on the average).
The HSSP statistics were extended in this work in the following directions: (i) the dependence was more rigorously derived from a larger data set; (ii) instead of one threshold dependence, general formulae were found to determine a threshold at any probability level; (iii) the inverse functions were also obtained; (iv) the functions were calculated for eight different matrices and eight sets of gap penalties.
Functions for sequence similarity and alignment score (equations (3) to (8) and Table 1 ) are actually more important for the evaluation of structural signi®cance, but they directly depend on the residue exchange matrix and gap penalties. The exchange matrices were normalized (see Methods) to make the dependences more universal. The formulae for the most sensitive signi®cance criterion, the alignment score, are the most useful, since they allow evaluation of structural signi®cance for the alignment in terms of probability.
Comparison between the discrimination ability of sequence identity, sequence similarity and alignment score demonstrated clearly that (i) all-positive matrices performed poorly and (ii) the alignment score is the most powerful discriminator between true and false positives for all 40 non-positive alignment setups analyzed ( Figure 5 and Table 2 ). Any linear combination of I, A and S is also less ef®cient than the score alone. It is possible, though, that linear combination logP values rather than the actual scores, further combination of the score with threading scores (Jones & Thornton, 1996; Abagyan et al., 1994) and, possibly, introduction corrections, e.g. the residue composition correction (for reviews, see Bryant & Altschul, 1995; Pearson, 1996) or ln()-correction (Pearson, 1996) will result in a better separation. Here, we did not introduce the length correction because we used a global alignment algorithm and with the intention of using it in comparison of a domain sequence with a much longer sequence of a multidomain protein. This would be the case if a domain sequence were searched against a sequence database, or if a full unknown sequence were searched against a database of domain sequences. Local comparison methods (e.g. Smith & Waterman (1981) ; FASTA, Pearson & Lipman, (1988); and BLAST, Altschul et al. (1990) ) do not have this problem and can ef®ciently compare two multidomain protein sequences. However, even for a global alignment with zero end gap penalties, the length of the aligned fragment of the longer sequence can still be used in a log-correction term. The derived functions are essential for evaluating the similarity between a query sequence and a known 3D fold through a multilink chain of pairwise comparisons (Abagyan et al., 1997) . In this approach the folds are ranked according to a product of probabilities ..
)... in the best chain of sequential pairwise alignments bridging the query sequence with the fold sequence.
The fold recognition performance criterion allowed us to compare different residue comparison matrices and gap penalties used for the global alignment procedure with zero end gaps. It is quite clear that ranking of matrices and gap penalties depends strongly on the performance criterion. The accuracy of the alignment criterion used by Vogt et al. (1995) leads to different values than the correct database ranking criterion (Pearson, 1995) . By reducing gap opening penalty, for example, the noise level of a database search is increased, but the alignment accuracy may improve. Also, surprisingly, the positive matrices that were the best in the alignment test by Vogt et al. (1995) were the poorest in the fold recognition test (Table 2 ). The best matrices were Gonnet (Gonnet et al., 19922 p A 75.3%) and Blosum50 (Henikoff & Henikoff (1992) p A 72.0%). Blosum45 and Blosum62 with optimized gap penalties were very close. Several interesting observations result. First, the Gonnet matrix aligns many more unrelated sequences (almost as many as the inef®cient all-positive matrices) than the best Blosum matrix (90.9% versus 56.2%, respectively, Table 2) but the increased noise level does not result in bad performance. The second interesting fact is that the best performing Gonnet matrix predicts only 75.3% (rather than 100%) of the alignments in the ambiguous zone, i.e. 24.7% of the alignments were not recognized by the Gonnet matrix but were recognized by other less ef®cient matrices. This implies that the usage of several different matrices and gap penalties, rather than a single best performing matrix, might be preferable. This work makes a multi-matrix approach possible, since probability distributions were derived for 64 different comparison settings.
As the alignment parameters approach the twilight zone the positional accuracy of the alignment deteriorates (Vogt et al., 1995) . Figure 4 shows that at 30% of sequence identity the mean fraction of misaligned residues is 20% with standard deviation of 10%. However, as we saw above matrices and penalties that are optimal for fold recognition are not necessarily optimal from the alignment accuracy point of view.
Methods

Database and alignment
The 7849 protein sequences of continuous protein domains as de®ned in the SCOP database (Murzin, et al., 1995) , summer 1996 release, were extracted from the Protein Data Bank (Abola et al., 1987) and 2819 unique protein sequences with length greater than 12 residues were retained. Each of these 2819 sequences was assigned a protein fold tag according to the second category of the SCOP classi®cation (class fold). Pairs of sequences with the same fold were assigned to the set of related sequence (R-set), while sequences with different fold tags were assigned to the unrelated set (U-set).
Global Needleman & Wunsch (1970) sequence alignment was performed with the ICM program (Molsoft, 1996) . The ZEGA alignment procedure employed zero end gap penalties. Only alignments in which the number of aligned residues was greater than one half of the length of the shorter sequence were retained for further analysis.
Residue substitution matrices
Eight residue substitution matrices were used. A family of three Blosum matrices (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992) , Blosum45, Blosum50 and Blosum62, were derived from blocks of alignments extracted from several hundred protein families. These matrices contain negative elements. The Gonnet matrix (Gonnet et al., 1992) was built from exhaustive cross-comparison of sequences in a sequence database. The McLachlan (1971) matrix was derived from 89 pairwise alignments from 16 protein families. The HSSP matrix (Sander & Schneider, 1991) was built from the McLachlan matrix by scaling to the range À0.7:1.0. All positive matrices Blosum50-p and Gonnet-p are described in Vogt et al. (1995) . The residue exchange matrices were normalized by multiplication of all the num-bers by a factor such that the sum of occurrenceweighted diagonal elements (identities) of the matrix was 1.0. The following residue frequencies were used (A 7.85, C 2.55, D 5.17, E 6.95, F 4., G 6.52, H 2.12, I 5.45, K 5.66, L 8.86, M 2.51, N 4.59, P 4.67, Q 4.09, R 5.17, S 7 .1, T 5.48, V 6.2, W 1.46, Y 3.05%).
Definitions of alignment significance criteria
Three signi®cance criteria Y were analyzed. Sequence identity, I, was de®ned as the number of identical residues divided by the length of the shortest sequence (L) and multiplied by 100%. Sequence similarity, S, was calculated as the sum of similarity values from the normalized residue exchange matrix for all aligned residue pairs divided by L and multiplied by 100%. Since the residue exchange matrix is normalized so that the weighted average of a diagonal element is 1.0, the expected range of the similarity measure is comparable to the sequence identity measure. Alignment score, A, was de®ned as the sum of similarity values for the aligned residue pairs minus the sum of O El gap , where O is gap opening penalty, E is gap extension penalty and l gap is the gap length, for all but the terminal gaps.
Both S and A measures depend on normalization of the comparison matrix. To calculate probability and threshold dependencies (see equations (3) to (8) and Table 1 ) for an original unnormalized matrix, coef®cients A S , B S , D, d, E, e from Table 1 must be multiplied by the average diagonal value from the same Table.
Derivation of probability distributions
To derive the probability functions and the recognition for a given criterion Y, the following steps were performed.
(1) The whole data set of alignments was divided into L-subsets, each of which had the same minimal length (L) of the sequences constituting alignments and contained N L alignments. Each L-subset was divided into an R-set of alignments between structurally related sequences (having the same class/fold tag from SCOP classi®cation) and a U-set of alignments between structurally unrelated sequences (different class/fold tags).
(2) For each subset L a histogram p(Y) was calculated for the U-sets (Figure 6a) .
(3) Each p(Y) was integrated (summated) into the integral distribution P(Y) representing the relative number of alignments with the criterion value exceeding Y (Figure 6b ).
(4) For each subset L we performed the optimal ®t of the tail of the integrated distribution P(Y) to the tail of the integrated theoretical distribution (the so-called complementary error function erfc for I and S, and extreme value distribution for A) with parameters m L and s L . To allow linear ®tting P(Y) was transformed ( Figure 6c ) with a certain function Z, which is a computable non-analytical function inverse to the integrated theoretical distribution function. In the case of normal distribution, the slope of the ®tted line is 2 p Á s L and the intersection with the abscissa gives m L , which is the median of the distribution. The median coincides with the mean for a normal distribution but differs for skewed distributions. To calculate the ®tting weights of points upon transformation, the uncertainties of the individual points were taken:
since:
where the constants C, C H and e P are of no interest. In the case of the extreme value distribution the uncertainties can be calculated as:
Pz 1 
Comparison of the alignment criteria for fold recognition
To ®nd the optimal criterion Y, we analyzed the linear combination of the above three measures:
To derive the discrimination ef®ciency for a given criterion Y, we evaluated the total overlap between U-set and R-set through the following procedures.
(1) The whole data set of alignments was divided into L-subsets, each of which had the same minimal length (L) of the sequences constituting alignments and contained N L alignments. Each L-subset was divided into an R-set of alignments (N R alignments) between structurally related sequences (having the same class/fold tag from SCOP classi®cation) and a U-set of alignments (N U alignments) between structurally unrelated sequences (different class/fold tags). (2) For each subset L, the overlap W L between R-set (i 1,N R ) and U-set ( j 1,N U ) distributions characterizing the discrimination ability of a given Y-criterion was calculated as:
where d(a,b) equals 1 if a is greater than b, 0 it they are equal, and À1 otherwise. The overlap de®ned in this way equals 0, if the distributions are divided apart, and reaches the maximum value of 1 if the distributions cover each other's range uniformly.
(3) to obtain the ®nal W Y , all W L contributions were averaged with the weight of N L , similarly to the above section:
Performance test
Each sequence alignment between structurally related protein domains was marked as correctly recognized if its alignment criterion (I, S or A) was greater than the smoothed threshold T L , or otherwise marked as unrecognized. This division was used in Figure 5 and Table 2 . The smoothed threshold with the following procedures: (i) the highest false positives (the greatest criterion values for alignments from the U-set) were collected for each L-subset; (ii) highly¯uctuating values of highest false positives were averaged within a sliding window [L-3 : L 3] . The performance criterion p A for given alignment settings is de®ned as the number of correctly recognized alignments from the ambiguous zone divided by the total number of alignments in the ambiguous zone.
value distribution (A1) with z 1.618 at y > 0. Parameter x was derived only for scores higher than the average (y > 0), the interesting part of the distribution, and hence is slightly different from the expected coef®cient of 1.2825. For scores lower than the average (y < 0), the deviations from the extreme value distribution were substantial.
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